Label
Genres
Hometown

Fire City Records
Pop Rock, Indie
Reggae, Alternative
Tucson, AZ

Band Email tripledoubleband@gmail.com
Booking Contact

Jimmy Cracovaner
Office (520)-261-8050
Cell (520)-661-1467
Tom Cracovaner
Cell (520)-661-1426

Biography
Triple Double Band is a collection of creative songwriters who piece together an eclectic mix of popular genres to create a colorful sound with a positive message for humanity. Using three part vocal harmonies, dance inducing rhythms and driving complex melodies, they
produce soul inspiring upbeat feel good rock.
The group partakes in a
collaborative and democratic
approach to songwriting, which
results in compositions that reveal shades of different styles
ranging from jazz to reggae to
hip-hop. The band combines
emotive singing with poetic and
catchy lyrics that encourage tangible human growth through
love, harmony and unity tinged
by the surreal and the fantastic.
Triple Double Band is
fronted by brothers Jimi (Guitar)
and Tom (Drums) Cracovaner,
who have built a musical rapport
after many years of playing together. With talented bass
player Rip Nolan, creative pianist Alex Sandweiss and expressive saxophonist Aran Canally, the band strives to entertain and bring their musical art to audiences for the purpose of creating joy and excitement. Their intense live shows are full of energetic audience interaction and intricate solos, and reflect the band’s belief in the power of
music as a means of spiritual communication.
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Press Highlights
"Tucson's Triple Double Band creates sunnyday, reggae-tinged rock."
-- Arizona Daily Star
“Dot My Eighths is a tasty, 12-song smorgasbord of toe-tapping musical styles...”
Tucson Weekly
“Dot My Eighths” soothes one's soul much like
Bob Marley's music did.
Arizona Daily Wildcat
"The Triple Double Band likes to do things the
old school way; in other words they rely on
well-written songs and musicianship instead
of studio tricks and that commitment translates to every song on this fun party platter."
Antimusic.com
“Dot My Eighths is soaked with bright, bouncy
soundscapes, just in time for beer-sipping at
outdoor barbeques. “
Arizona Daily Star
“Triple Double slam dunks on their new album,
Dot My Eighths.”
Tucson Citizen

Live Show List
-Rialto Theatre - Tucson, Arizona
-Plush - Tucson, Arizona
-Club Congress - Tucson, Arizona
-Fox Theatre - Tucson, Arizona
-The Hut -Tucson, Arizona
-O’Malley’s- Tucson, Arizona
-Club Crawl - Tucson, Arizona
-Sky Bar - Tucson, Arizona
Triple Double Band has also toured and
played live shows in :
San Francisco, CA /Los Angeles, CA /Flagstaff, AZ
Phoenix, AZ /Mesa, AZ /Sierra Vista, AZ
Eugene,OR and Portland, OR

Discography

"But rest assured that the (five) of them don't
just stand on stage and try to look cool; they
don't need to. Their live shows are a testament
to the pride they take in their music."
-- Arizona Daily Wildcat

Five Twenty
2008
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"Triple Double Band's second album, Five
Twenty (Fire City), is indeed a pleasing merger
of reggae and blues with a feel-good flair."
-- Tucson Weekly

Dot My Eighths
2009
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The Kickback Throwdown
2006

